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We are interested in applications that automatically generate a dynamic multimedia
presentation adapted to the needs of the user from a database of XML fragments of basic
elements (video, images, paragraphs, etc.). In this paper we present an architecture which goal
is to support developers of such applications. This architecture takes benefits from both the
use of transformation sheets and the use of a constraint solver. Transformation sheets are used
to provide different renderings that depend on discrete parameters; whereas the constraint
solver aims to handle continuous parameters and to optimize both content selection and
formatting instructions taking into account global criteria like the total duration of the
generated multimedia document. We illustrate the use of this architecture by presenting an
application that builds a personalized TV sport news automatically.

1

Introduction

TV-like multimedia presentations will be more and more used to communicate
information: training courses, medical reports, news, on-line shopping
catalogues, etc. However, designing high-quality multimedia presentations is known
to be a complex, time-consuming and error prone task [3,5,10] whatever is the
authoring tool used. Moreover, the information overload problem associated with
the Internet and the frequent updates of some information like news or medical
reports raise a crucial need of information services that are customized for each
individual user [4,15]. Typical examples of such information services are:
educational courses adapted to the student’s knowledge, automatic design of
medical reports, personalized TV-news.
Whereas many works have been done in those areas on the run-time adaptation
of the navigational structure of a hypermedia document [8], few works focus on the
automatic generation of multimedia presentations. Moreover existing works often
propose solutions linked to some particular area and it is not easy to evaluate how
these specific experiments can help to implement other kind of applications. This is
why we propose an architecture to help the development of personalized multimedia
information services.
Starting from the twofold analysis that using transformation sheets is today the
best way to associate different presentations to the same set of objects depending on
discrete parameters; and that global criteria, like a user preference on the total

duration of the multimedia document get at the end, are easy to handle by using
optimization techniques, the architecture takes benefits from these two technologies.
We illustrate the use of this architecture by presenting an application that builds
a personalized TV sport news taking into account, among others parameters, the
favorite teams of the user, the style of the summary she/he wants to see.
The second section introduces the area of automatic document generation. The
third one is devoted to a structured presentation of related works that explains why
we base our application on the use of transformation sheets and optimization
techniques. The fourth section makes an overview of the architecture before
presenting it in details through the development of a working example in the last
section of this paper.
2

A KIND OF DECISION PROCESS

We consider in this paper that a personalized multimedia presentation system is an
application that takes some user parameters (content preferences, capabilities...) and
technical parameters (like screen size or bandwidth) and generates a dynamic
multimedia presentation from a set of XML fragments. Dynamic multimedia
presentation means that objects are organized both in time, space and hyperspace
(hyperlink structure). We do not make any hypothesis on how user parameters are
obtained: either by asking the user to answer some questions or by using some user
modeling techniques, like collaborative filtering [20].
The two following examples will help the reader to understand the kind of
applications we are interested in:
• personalized sport report: deliver a TV-like report after a championship day to
a user who can choose the total report duration, the teams for which she/he
wants to have detailed information (her/his favorite teams), the kind of the
report: an exhaustive one (at least some minimal information about each match
is given) or not (the maximum information about each favorite team is given).
This is the example detailed later on.
• personalized medical survey: deliver a multimedia presentation that describes
the main patient surgeries by using synchronization between a graphical
representation of a patient body, some speech and textual informations [5].
The development of such kind of applications can be thought as a decision process
that has to handle two kinds of decision:
content selection: which objects must participate to the final multimedia
presentation ?
object organization: how objects are organized in time, space and hyperspace
dimensions ?
One difficulty encountered in these applications is to know in which order content
selection and content organization (through the three dimensions) must be done. For

instance, deciding if an object with an intrinsic duration d has to be display in the
presentation which whole duration must be D (this is a user’s request) strongly
depends on the temporal organization of this presentation. On the other hand, the
temporal order between two objects may depend whether another object is present
or not in the final presentation. Actually, there is no strong argument in favor or
against one solution: in some situations it is better to select organization before
content (in order to perform a relevant selection), while in other ones the content
has to be selected first, for instance to adapt the spatial organization to the selected
content. The example of articles presentation from a catalog can illustrate this
problem.
3

Related works

In order to understand the choices made in the architecture we propose, we present
different existing methods that are used to develop automatic generation of
presentation. We have group them together in the five following approaches.
3.1

Programming based approach

It is obvious that programming languages like JAVA can be used to develop a
system that generates personalized multimedia presentation. On the Web, this
approach is mainly used by CGI scripts. Well known disadvantages of this approach
are: their lack of independence between the programming code and the piece of
information; the difficulty to reuse some parts of an application inside another one;
…
3.2

Using templates and selection instructions

Thanks to the use of more descriptive languages like XSLT [25], Northolk [16] or
more imperative ones like PHP [17], JSP [12], ASP [14] it is possible to write
virtual documents (they are dynamically generated on demand) that merge static
data, i.e. information that does not change, with dynamic ones, i.e. information
dynamically extracted from external data sources. This approach can be thought as
the design of a template in a presentation language (HTML for web pages or SMIL
[23] for multimedia presentation) that contains the static part of the document and
some selection instructions that express how to collect the dynamic data (like query
instructions in a database). It suits well to applications in which content selection
can be split into several local database requests. But this approach does not allow to
handle easily global content selection criteria like: choose the set of videos that
maximize the user interest and such that the sum of video duration is lower than D.
Moreover even if the developer implements global criteria through successive
requests it is done at the expense of time performances of the application.

3.3

Using a set of transformation sheets

Transformation sheets are a well known way to associate different presentations
(like different layout organizations) with the same set of objects. These
presentations are usually deduced from a logical structure (for instance a DTD)
associated with the objects. Personalization can be achieved by associating one
transformation sheet with each parameter value that controls the application.
An example of such kind of architecture can be found in [26] in which the user
can choose between three different styles to present the same set of objects. The
obvious limitation is that it is only possible to handle discrete parameters.
In [19] more flexible transformation sheets are presented. They are based on
constraints use. For instance the document layout can be expressed in the style sheet
by using high-level constraints (centering, alignment, etc.) that will be solved by
using a constraint solver. Doing so, the application has some possibilities to adapt
the document to the size of the user’s screen. However some drawbacks remain,
since it does not provide the designer with a powerful way to select information,
only filtering on some local criteria can be easily expressed.
3.4

Optimization algorithms

A lot of works in the area of automatic generation application put the emphasis on
its content selection step and formalize it as an optimization process [7,13,15].
For example, in [13] the system tries to create a TV news program that fits the
user interests (a lot of international political news followed by few sport news for
instance) and a maximal duration constraint. The database contains a set of
individual news classified by categories. Moreover a numerical value is associated
with each news to express its degree of importance. The content selection problem
is then equivalent to find a news subset that maximize the user interest while
respecting the duration constraint. Then the authors propose a heuristic that makes
the resolution of this NP problem more efficient. Once the content selection has
been done, the TV news program simply consists in concatenating the selected
elements (i.e. sequential presentation). A similar approach is used in [15] to
generate music program (a concatenation of music) adapted to user preferences (at
least 30% female-type voice or at most 20% “Jazz style” for instance).
These works seem to be very efficient for selecting content on global criteria
but they mainly address some specific applications (the proposed heuristic strongly
depends on addressed problems) and do not propose a more general solution to ease
the design of various kinds of generation applications. Moreover, they only consider
a simple and unique way to temporally organize the selected content (spatial and
hyperlink organization are not addressed at all).
Only the approach described in [7] takes the temporal organization issue into
account but in such a way that the content selection is done without any knowledge
on the future organization of the objects (content selection is performed before
temporal organization decision). As a consequence the selected content is often not

adapted to the user request. For instance, ever if the user wants a multimedia
document of 30 min, she/he may get something significantly shorter than the wished
30 min.
3.5

Knowledge based approach

People from knowledge based area make some propositions to use their experiment
to solve “automatic generation like” problem [1,4,5,18]. The idea is to use different
knowledge bases (on the content properties, on some principles for temporal
organization, on graphical rules…) in order to be able to answer to a large variety of
requests (even those not planned when the system was designed) by decomposing
the initial request in some sub-goals to reach. Thus, the content selection and the
objects organization decisions are broken into several steps and are distributed
through the application. This distributed way used to handle decisions makes global
criteria difficult to take into account.
3.6

Synthesis

Application based on transformation sheets or templates have the same kind of
advantages and limitations: they suit well to associate different well-fashioned
rendering (depending on discrete parameters) to a set of existing objects. However,
they fail to easily express global criteria. On the contrary, formalizing the automatic
generation application as an optimization problem provides the designer with a
powerful way to drive content selection upon global criteria but it keeps open the
problem of content organization. Moreover, only specific applications have been yet
handled by such an approach.
These two approaches use a two steps decision process but in the opposite
order. Whereas the content is selected first while using optimization constraints and
then an organization is set on the selected contents, approaches based on
transformation sheets select first an organization and then the content that fits well
with the selected organization. Concerning this aspect knowledge based applications
use an interesting alternative solution since they break each decision into several
entities and thus are able to adapt the decision order to local situations.
Another thing that we have learnt through this study is that few works propose
generic solutions able to help anyone that wants to design and maintain an
automatic generation application. This is why it is important for us to propose both
a methodology and a software architecture that are not tuned for a particular
application. The architecture we propose combines the advantages of the use of
transformation sheets and optimization tools described above and is also an attempt
to break the granularity of the decision steps (we have seen for instance in the
"knowledge approach").

4

Architecture Overview

We only give here an overview of the architecture. The details of each component
will be given in the next section through the description of the personalized sport
news example.
The main principle of our architecture is that a transformation sheet is used first
to build a coarse structure of the final document and then an optimization step is
used to refine this structure. In these two steps, objects are selected and some
decisions about objects organization are taken. The idea is that the transformation
step selects more objects than the wished final set while leaving the optimization
step to remove objects from this first selected set. Concerning the organization of
the presentation the principle is that the transformation sheet gives a global structure
of the document while keeping unspecified some formatting values (objects
duration, objects size…). This is one goal of the optimization process to fix these
formatting values.
The proposed architecture is described in Figure 1. An application built on this
architecture takes as input an XML database, a set of parameter values, several
transformation sheets and sets of constraints. The application generates a formatted
document through three different components. The first component (named
Analyzer) aims to take into account the values given by the user for each input
parameter in order to select:
• one transformation sheet TSi ;
• the constraints set CSjk associated to the each parameter value Vjk (value Vj of
Parameter Pk).
Then, the selected transformation sheet is used by the second component (named
Transformer) in order to apply it on the XML sources. Finally, the third
component (named Optimizer) takes into account the constraints sets selected by
the first component plus the set of global constraints, in order to decide which
objects from the intermediate document must be removed and which exact values
must be associated with open formatting parameters.
The developer of a generation application that wants to use our architecture has
to define:
• The input parameters that control the application (P1, …, Pp), including both
the user choices and the parameters coming from the environment (screen size
for instance);
• Several transformation sheets that are associated with the values of the input
parameters (TS1, …, TSt). For instance, the developer can write different
transformation sheets for each kind of target devices. These transformations
have to match the XML structure given as input of the application.
• Several sets of constraints that may depend on each value of the input
parameters. Suppose for instance, that the user can choose to see a multimedia
document without any audio, then a constraint that specified that the duration of
each audio is equal to zero must be associated to the value “without” of the

•

parameter untitled “with or without sound”. It means that this constraint will be
selected by the Analyzer component if and only if the “without” value is
selected by the user.
A set of global constraints that does not depend on the input parameters value.
These constraints express some information about the application domain. For
instance, we can suppose that in a sport news application, showing the
summary of the match is always more important than showing some interviews.

Figure 1. Architecture for automated construction of multimedia presentation
The main feature of this architecture is the use of a constraint solver both to globally
optimize the content selection and to perform some parts of the formatting phase in
order to handle continuous parameters like global duration or screen size. Moreover
we choose to select the transformation sheet before selecting the content in order to
constrain this selection with some information deduced from the transformation
sheet.

5

The architecture in use

We present in this section the architecture in details by describing how we develop
the personalized sport TV-news example by using this architecture. The language
target for the generated presentation is the SMIL 1.0 language. This choice has been
done because of the need of the temporal dimension. But SMIL 1.0 is one of the
simplest language to describe multimedia documents. Even if it can describe a quite
complex temporal organization, it does not provide any operators for the spatial
dimension. This point is important for us to evaluate the power of our constraint
language.
5.1

The personalized sport TV-news example

The application presented to illustrate the use of the architecture is aimed to
generate a personalized TV-like sport news report about the results of a football
championship day. The user can express her/his favorite teams and can choose to
see either a report that focuses on these favorite teams or an exhaustive report of the
day. The user can also set a constraint on the total duration of the report and decide
to have or not have any audio in the document. Finally, the application is able to
take into account the kind of device used by the user (large screen, pocket PC…)
and thus to produce a multimedia document adapted to the resources of this device.

a)
b)
Figure 2. Snapshot of a long summary a) and a short summary b)
Whatever the user choices are, the designer of this application decides to build
a document that has the same temporal structure: it basically presents sequentially
several matches by using either a long summary of the match or only a short
summary depending for instance on the total duration of the document. These two

kinds of summaries do not use the same spatial organization (Figure 2). After this
sequence some global information about the championship day (results and ranking)
are presented. In fact the user choices modify first which matches are presented in
the main sequence and in which order then how long is the time associated with
each summary and finally which media types (video, sound or only text and picture)
used.
5.2

The Analyzer component

This component analyses the input parameters in order to select the transformation
sheet that will be used by the Transformer component. It also builds the constraints
set linked up to these values and that will be merged with the global constraints in
order to be used by the Optimizer component.
In our example, the user of the application has to set four different values:
1. The duration of the report. She/He has to choose a value between 5mn and
60mn.
2. Her/His favorites team.
3. The kind of report she/he wants to see: an exhaustive report or a focused report
on her/his favorite teams.
4. A report with audio object or a report without any audio.
Moreover, one environment feature is taken into account by the application: the
screen size (only small or large screen values).
(Parameter, value)

Constraints (not formally expressed )

(P1, d)

- total duration equals d

(P2, t1,t2,…,tn)

- use teams t1,t2,… , tn as favorites teams

(P3,exhaustive)

- each match is presented during approximately the same

(P3,focused)

- priority for favorite teams

(P4,without)
(P5, small)

amount of time.

- duration of audio objects must be null
- duration of objects which type is interview must be null
- no scroll bar
- use time sequencing for large text presentation
Figure 3. Constraints associated to each parameter.

Once these five values have been specified, the component selects a
transformation sheet TSi. Its choice is simply based on the description made by the
developer of which set of parameter values corresponds to which transformation
sheet. This description is contained in the header of the transformation sheet. In our
example, the developer decides to write four transformation sheets that depend on
both the first user parameter (kind of report) and the screen size value. It means that

a first transformation sheet handles the case of an exhaustive report shown on a
large screen, a second one handles the case of an exhaustive report on a small screen
and so on. The second goal of the Analyzer component is to select the set of
constraints associated with the effective parameter values. We give in Figure 3, the
intuitive meaning of each constraint associated with their parameter values. The
exact language used to express them will be presented while describing the
Optimizer component.
5.3

The Transformer component

Once the transformation sheet has been chosen, the Transformer component applies
the transformation to the XML data. The transformation aims to build the coarsegrained structure of the final document: selecting the maximal set of objects that can
be useful inside the final document and deciding the global objects organization in
each dimension (for instance, to decide that the document presents in sequence a set
of subparts, each of them being a parallel composition of some basic objects).
Indeed, to adapt the document in a finer way, we let the Optimizer component
refining the document resulting from the transformation: by removing some objects
and specifying some formatting values (like objects duration and objects size) that
the transformation process has not yet specified.

Figure 4. An example of the XML sources (team and match).

An example of XML sources are shown in Figure 4. The transformation result
shown in Figure 5 corresponds to the case of an exhaustive report presented on a
large screen. It means that the user is mainly interested in some favorite teams but
want to see all the match summaries. So for each match that does not involve a
favorite team, the transformation produces only a short summary (it should last less
than 5mn) whereas for each match involving one favorite team, the transformation
produces both a short summary and a long summary that contains all information
included in the XML data. These summaries are always built for large screen only.
In the "match" element of Figure 4, we can see that there is two "summary"
elements. Both will be transformed in the target language (elements with id equals
to "summary1" and "summary2" in Figure 5).

Figure 5. Intermediate SMIL document, result of the transformation process.
The final choice between the short and long summaries is under the
responsibility of the Optimizer component. In our example, only one of the two

summary elements will be display in the final presentation (the element with id
equals to "summary1" in Figure 8). Thus, the developer has first to express this
alternative using the constructions proposed by the target language and then to
express some constraints that will be used by the Optimizer to select only one object
contained inside the alternative. As we developed our example using SMIL as target
language of the transformation, we used a parallel construction between the long
and the short summary and a constraint (one of the global constraints in Figure 7)
that expresses the mutual exclusion between these two kinds of summaries. Note
that we can’t use here the "switch" element of the SMIL 1.0 language. Indeed, the
test made on the elements it contains to display them in exclusion manner can only
be computed on simple discrete parameters (like language, bitrate or screen depth)
whereas we would need more global criteria or complex functions. Here, the choice
is given by the computed duration that best fit the given parameter.
The global temporal structure given by the transformation process is a
sequential presentation of each match that begins with the matches involving at least
one favorite team (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Temporal organization of the generated presentation.
5.4

The Optimizer component

The Optimizer component works on the document resulting from the transformation
process and builds the final multimedia document. Its first goal is to decide which
objects have to be removed and its second goal is to set a value to each unspecified
formatting values. In our example, the main selection will be the choice between the
long summary and the short summary for each match that proposes both. The
formatting and content selection decisions are controlled both by the set of global
constraints and by the ones selected by the Analyzer component.
Thus the role of the developer according to this component is to express the
constraints that will guide the solver in the formatting and the content selection
phases. From intuitive ideas like "each match is presented during approximately the
same duration", she/he has to express real constraints. To do so, the architecture
needs to provide her/him with a language. This one must be able to express some
classical needs when dealing with formatting issues (for instance, instructions to
format a table) like done in XSLFO [24] or CSS [22] languages. Of course, it must

also integrate the multimedia dimension of the document (by proposing for instance
instructions to distribute a global duration through a temporal sequence) like it is
done in Madeus [9].
But it has also to express different strategies for achieving these formatting
instructions. For instance, the developer needs to express that a global duration must
be distributed through the objects of a temporal sequence by allowing the formatter
either to remove objects with some level of priority or to remove objects beginning
by the end of the sequence. In order to perform some experiments with our
architecture, we have currently defined a first basic language that should be
extended in the future to be more expressive. We present an overview of this
language by presenting its three main features and showing how some constraints
expressed in Figure 3 and some global constraints useful for our working example
are expressed. Finally, the constraints expressed by the developer of our working
example are summarized in Figure 7.
(Parameter,
value)

Constraints (not formally expressed )

Explicit Constraints

(P1, d)

- total duration equals d

- duration(element[id="Summary"]) = d

(P2, t1,t2,…,tn)

- use teams t1,t2, …, tn as favorites teams - priority((element[id="team_t1"],1),(element[id=

(P3,exhaustive)

- each match is presented during

(P3,focused)

- priority for favorite teams

- remove_last_element_first(element[id="Summary"])

(P4,without)

- duration of audio objects must be null
- duration of objects which type is

- duration(element[media="audio"])=0
- duration(element[type="interview"])=0

(P5, small)

- no scroll bar
- use time sequencing

"team_t2"],2)… (element[id="team_tn"],n))

- time_well_balanced(element[id="Summary"])

approximately the same amount of time.

interview must be null
for large text

- scrollbar="no"
- cut(element[media="text"]) =time_sequence

presentation

-

Global Constraints
mutual_exclusion(element[id="LongSummary"], element[id="ShortSummary"])

-

priority((element[id="MatchSummary"],1),(element[id="Interview"],2))

-

remove_low_priority_first(element[id="Summary"])
remove_low_priority_first(element[id="Match"])

Figure 7: Constraints needed for the example

Addressing
One feature of our architecture is that the constraints are separated from the
document on which they apply. So the first need for this language is to be able to

address some parts or elements of the documents. For instance in the constraint
duration(element[media="audio"])=0 associated with the constraint "duration of
audio object must be null" addresses all audio objects of the document.

Formatting strategies
One key point of this language is to provide the developer with some
possibilities to control the formatting phase performed by the Optimizer. For
instance, the constraint "each match is presented during approximately the same
amount
of
time"
is
explicitly
expressed
by
the
constraint
time_well_balanced(element[id="Summary"]) where Summary is a sequential
composition produces by the transformation sheet. The time_well_balanced
instruction asks the solver to give children of this sequence approximately the same
duration (as long as possible).
Removing strategies
The developer has also to guide the Optimizer when it fails to fulfill a
constraint and thus has to remove some objects. For instance, while failing to format
a temporal sequence with a fix duration, there are a lot of possibilities to reduce the
set of objects: removing last objects first, removing objects with low priority, etc.
Thus, the language has to enable the developer to express these strategies and also
some priority levels. To do so, she/he can use the following instructions :
priority(element(),1)(element(),2))…(element(),n))
to
set
priorities
and
remove_low_priority_first(element()) or remove_last_element_first(element()) to
decide how to remove objects into a temporal sequence. Another thing that the
developer should be able to express is some kind of mutual exclusion in order to
solve alternatives between elements that are still present after the transformation
step. To do so, we provide her/him with a mutual_exclusion(element(), element())
instruction that can be used in our example to express mutual exclusion between
short summaries and long summaries.
It is important to understand that all formatting instructions given by the
developer have not to be satisfied by the solver, but this one has to find a solution
that is the best compromise between these (sometime contradictory) orders. To do
so, the Optimizer needs to know which level of priority must be associated with
each language instructions. Even if it is possible to let the developer of the
application to set these levels of priority, we consider that it is a too difficult task
and we prefer to associate a default priority level with each instruction.
Given these constraints, expressed by the developer of the application, the first
thing done by the Optimizer is to translate both the semantic of the document

produced by the transformation and the high level constraints given by the
developer into constraints understandable by the solver. This sub-step is handled by
the Translator component that takes place before the Solver inside the Optimizer.
The semantic interpretation corresponds to the translation of the each object into
variables and each relation into constraints between those variables following the
semantic of the target language (in our application: SMIL). The second translation,
that handles the high-level constraints, strongly depends on the temporal and spatial
organization of the document resulting from the transformation process. For
instance, the constraint duration(element[id="Summary"])=d is translated into the
sum of all objects included in the document if and only if these objects are
organized in sequence. Given the Transformer tasks presented above, it is easy to
understand that the Translator component is specific to a language used to describe
multimedia document.

Figure 8. Result of the optimization on the previous document
Once this translation phase has been done, the Solver computes a solution: it
sets a value to each variable (the best compromise between the set of constraints).
Theses values are then integrated into the document as object attributes. This is the
last step of our architecture and in our example it gives the SMIL document in the
Figure 8. In this document, all the duration attributes of the elements have been
computed. For instance, the duration of the global sequence is formatted to 900
seconds. The choice between the short and the long summary has been fixed in

favor of the long summary and we can see in it that the video of the second
interview has been suppressed.
Before concluding this paper, we briefly present the technical state of the
architecture we propose. Its implementation is based upon the use of the Kaomi
toolkit [11]. This one aims to ease the design, the transformation and the
presentation of multimedia documents. Kaomi integrates a XSLT [25] Xalan [27]
processor that we use to develop both the Analyzer and the Transformer. Of course,
the core element of our architecture is the Optimizer. It is also the most complex
one. Kaomi contains a SMIL parser that we use to build the Translator subcomponent. Moreover, it provides the developer with some basic formatting
supports that are based on the use of the Cassowary constraint solvers [2], a timeefficient solver for linear constraints. We currently experiment its use to perform
some kind of optimizations problems that we encounter in automatic generation
applications. For instance, how to format a temporal sequence while following some
removing strategies. In parallel, we are connecting the Scilab [6] scientific software
package for numerical computations into the Kaomi toolkit in order to express more
general constraints and to take advantages of Scilab optimization support.
6

Conclusion

After a detailed analysis of existing works on automatic generation of multimedia
documents that highlights the absence of general proposition to handle generation
applications that deal with global criteria, we propose both a methodology and a
software architecture to help the development of such kind of application. This
architecture takes benefits from both the use of transformation sheets and the
expressive power of constraint solvers to easily and efficiently associate different
rendering to the same set of objects and to handle global criteria during the
generation process. Taking both content and organization decisions allows to build
multimedia documents having nice rendering (like with template approaches) while
choosing the best content to fit global criteria. Moreover, thanks to the use of
constraints some properties that would be tedious to express by using only a
transformation sheet, are easily expressed in terms of constraints. For instance, the
“with-or-without audio" parameter can be handled by using some ‘switch’ rules in
each transformation sheet, but it is much easier to add the constraint:
duration(element[media="audio"])=0 if necessary. Beyond the implementation tasks
described above, our main goal is to extend the language used to describe high-level
constraints in order to cover more generally the needs of documents generation
applications.
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